Lisa had one book she cherished more than any other. It was called *A Horse Called Lucky*. One day at school, students in Lisa’s class were asked to read aloud a report on one of their favorite books. Of course, Lisa gave her report on *A Horse Called Lucky*.


Lisa smiled. “Sure. I’d be happy to lend it to you.”

Miguel saw slips of paper tucked into the book. “Lisa, what are these?” he asked.

Lisa laughed. “Those are notes I write each time I read the book. Because I don’t want to write in the book, I put my thoughts on paper slips instead.”

“What a great idea!” Miguel said.

A few days later, Lisa’s teacher announced, “Miguel’s father was transferred to another city. Miguel and his family had to move quickly!” Lisa worried that the book she so cherished was gone forever.

Years later, when Lisa was much older, a package arrived in the mail for her. It was Lisa’s old copy of *A Horse Called Lucky*! A letter was attached to it. It was from a girl who said the book had been in her family for many years. Her Grandpa Miguel had told her it really belonged to Lisa.

The book was stuffed with notes! It was twice as thick as before. Many people had read and enjoyed Lisa’s favorite book over the years. Finally, like a circle, the book had come back to Lisa to stay.
Answer the questions. You may reread parts of the passage to help you.

1 Why did Lisa give her report on *A Horse Called Lucky*?
   - Her teacher asked her to.
   - It was her most favorite book.
   - It was the only book she had read.
   - She wanted to make Miguel happy.

2 What happened AFTER Lisa gave her book report but BEFORE the teacher announced that Miguel had moved?
   - Miguel borrowed her book.
   - Lisa wrote notes about her book.
   - A girl mailed the book back to Lisa.
   - Many people read and enjoyed Lisa’s book.

3 Which word has the OPPOSITE meaning of the word *enjoyed* as used in the sentence below?
   - Many people had read and enjoyed Lisa’s favorite book over the years.
   - braved
   - disliked
   - needed
   - returned

4 What does the author compare to a circle?
   - the girl’s letter
   - Lisa’s book report
   - the journey the book took
   - the slips of paper in the book

5 How do you think the older Lisa felt about what happened to her book? Use details from the passage to support your answer. Write your response on another sheet of paper.